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Dear Ms Webb

Thank you for your letter of 25 February, addressed to the Prime Minister, the Secretary of
State for Education and the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Education and
Childcare, about the Department's proposed childcare reforms. I hope you will appreciate that
ministers receive vast amount of correspondence and are unable to respond to each one
personally. It is for this reason I have been asked to reply.

The aim of our reforms is to allow providers to exercise more professional judgement and give
headroom to enable staff qualifications and pay to rise, where nurseries want to take this
opportunity. It is not something that is compulsory. It must be acknowledged, however, that our
system does not work well either for parents or for those working in and running nurseries.

Of course there are other issues, including the way the three and four year old funding is
delivered, that need to be reformed. The Department fully recognises that this is a problem. We
have taken steps in More Great Childcare, published on 29 January 2013, to remove the
duplication of quality assessment that local authorities carry out in addition to Ofsted - which
should mean more money goes to the frontline. We are looking at further steps to ensure more
money goes direct to nurseries.

The Department also thinks that allowing more staffing flexibility will be beneficial. Under our
proposals, nurseries will have more flexibility and will be able to use their own professional
judgement about what works best for the children and parents who use their services -
particularly in terms of the-number of children they feel they can take o-n.This will bring us in
line with some other European countries which have a more flexible approach to adult-to-child
ratios. It will also help attract more talented people into the profession by making it easier for
providers to pay better wages.

In practical terms, the proposed changes mean it will be easier for high quality nurseries to take
on an extra child or children where they judge it appropriate, which will create more choice for
parents. If a member of staff is off sick or needs to leave the premises for a short period of time,
then high quality nurseries will be able to put in place the cover which they judge to be safe and
appropriate.

These steps will ensure that as many children as possible get the benefits of a high quality
early education - which is what we and Early Years professionals both want.You may wish to
read the full details of our proposed reforms which are set out in More Great Childcare, and
available at: http://tinyurl.com/az2psz6

In relation to your suggestion regarding full and proper consultation, the Department currently
has early years consultations in progress which may be of interest to you. Details of the
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